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A ROBUST DAMPING CONTROLLER FOR AN HV–ACDC
SYSTEM USING A LOOP–SHAPING PROCEDURE
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The design of a robust damping controller in the thyristor converter circuit of a high voltage ACDC link in a power system

has been presented. The H∞ -based design has been realized through a relatively new graphical design procedure termed
the ’loop-shaping’ technique. A detailed power system model including the dynamics of the generator, exciter, HVDC
link and converter controllers has been considered. The robust controller is tested for a number of operating conditions

considering various disturbances on a power system. The robust rectifier controller has been shown to provide excellent
damping characteristics over a wide range of operation.
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1 INTRODUCTION

High voltage DC (HVDC) transmission technology,
based on new and powerful semiconductor devices, offers
technical and economic benefits such as: lower line costs,
no need for common frequency control, stable operation
even with low-power interconnection, improved dynamic
conditions in the ac systems etc. While a double circuit
ac line can render one of the interconnected systems un-
stable in the event of a severe fault, inclusion of a parallel
HVDC bi- pole can provide stable operating conditions.
Using its fast control potential, the HVDC system can
efficiently damp stability oscillations [1]. To obtain ade-
quate control, operation at higher than normal rectifier
firing angles or higher than minimum inverter extinction
angles may be required [2].

The stability and control aspect of an HVDC link
has been a matter of intensive research over a number
of years. HVDC control signals are required to provide
adequate synchronizing and damping torque at genera-
tors, and to insure voltage stability. Since HVDC trans-
mission results in active and reactive power injections at
two or more locations separated by hundreds of kilome-
ters, controls must be robust so that unfavourable modal
interactions and voltage stabilities are avoided [2]. Con-
trol design for the non-linear generator and also mod-
elling of the interaction between ac and dc regions are of-
ten done through small signal analysis [3, 4]. Since small
signal models only predict stability in a small operating
range, the variations in rectifier side ac system param-
eters can cause oscillatory instabilities with frequencies
around first harmonic. Through simple modelling, refer-
ence [5] demonstrated that the tie-line power modulation
of both ac and dc links can stabilize frequency oscilla-
tions in the ac system. Hammad [6] demonstrated that a

HVDC scheme fitted with classical constant power con-
trol increases the risk for transient rotor angle and voltage
instabilities because it deprives the much-needed synchro-
nizing torque to the ac system during disturbances. How-
ever, large signal stabilizing control strategies can pro-
duce large amount of synchronizing and damping torques
effectively stabilizing the ac system.

One important factor in control design for stability
studies is the extent of dynamic modelling. A detailed
model used in dynamic and transient stability studies rep-
resents the electromagnetic effects of the HVDC transmis-
sion and the high frequency dynamics of the pole control.
However, a pseudo-steady-state dynamic HVDC model
used in such studies considers almost instantaneous con-
verter operations. These may not reflect the exact dy-
namic interactions [7]. Damping control design should,
however, include the L/R converter dynamics in addition
to reasonably smaller generator time constants. Global
optimal designs for HVDC systems have been reported
which employ artificial intelligence based techniques [8].
Robust control designs have also been reported in the lit-
erature in the recent times [9, 10]. The controls for AVR,
converter, governor, etc, have been derived through the
Riccati matrix of the linearized system equations employ-
ing identification and rule based system in [9]. The robust-
ness measures are only implicitly incorporated in these
studies.

Excellent and inexpensive software are available today
for control design purposes. However, their efficient use
depends heavily on practical design experience gained by
hand or graphical calculations. For instance, the QFT-
Matlab toolbox is used to solve highly uncertain plant
feed back problems in the frequency domain. However,
this software can never be used efficiently unless the de-
signer has experience on how to deal with bounds on the
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Fig. 2. The controller configuration.

nominal open-loop transmission function in the logarith-
mic complex plane. Of special interest are the gain band-
width limitations when plant to be controlled is not min-
imum phase, but rather contains unstable poles, and/or
right-half-plane zeroes [10]. The robust control design for
a power system problem which is highly uncertain and
which also may be on the threshold of instability is, gen-
erally, difficult. The H∞ based strategies often involve
complicated minimization procedures and may not pro-
vide a constant parameter controller for such cases [11].

This article presents a robust damping controller de-
sign for the HVDC link in a power system. The design
employs the H∞ robustness measures, and the controller
is realized through a supervised ’loop-shaping’ procedure
[12]. Simulation results demonstrate that the controller
designed damps the electromechanical oscillations in the
power system very effectively for a wide range of operat-
ing conditions.

2 HIGH VOLTAGE ACDC SYSTEM MODEL

Figure 1 shows two ac systems connected through a
transmission line in parallel with a two terminal dc link.
For simulation purposes, the ac system on the left is
replaced by an equivalent generator. The ac system on
the right side may be considered as the large power pool.
The generator is considered to be equipped with a static
excitation system. The generator-exciter is represented as
a 6th order state model. The equations are included in the
Appendix.

The dc link and converter regulator equations are
given in the following:

Vdr = Vsr cosα−
π

6
xcrIdc ,

Vdi = Vsi cos γ −
π

6
xciIdc .

(1)

The dc line equation is

Vdr = r1Idc +
x1

ω0

İdc + Vdi . (2)

The converter current regulator equations are

∆α =
Kr

1 + sTr

[Ids − Idc + u1] ,

∆γ =
Kr

1 + sTi

[Ids − Imar − Idc + u2] .

(3)

Here, Vdr , Vdi , Vsr , Vsi stand for the dc and ac voltages
on the rectifier and inverter sides, respectively; Idc is the
dc current, Ids is the dc current setting; u1 and u2 are
the converter firing angle controls, respectively. The single
bridge dc link configuration used in this analysis is shown
in the Appendix. Combining the six differential equations
for the ac system and the three from the dc line and the
converters, and after some algebraic manipulation we can
obtain the following 9th order state model,

ẋ = f(x,u) . (4)

Linearizing (4) around a nominal operating point yields

ẋ = Ax + Bu ,

y = Hx .
(5)

The linearized states are the variations of the original
quantities and y is the selected output variable.

3 ROBUST CONTROL DESIGN

The damping control problem for the non-linear power
system model is stated as: given the non-linear set of
equations (4), design a controller whose output u will
stabilize the system oscillations following a perturbation.
Since there is no general method of designing a stabiliz-
ing controller for the non-linear system, one way would
be perform the control design for the linearized system,
the linearization being carried out around a nominal op-
erating condition. If the controller designed is ’robust’
enough to perform well for the other operating conditions
in around the nominal one, the design objectives are met.

The changes in operating points of the non-linear sys-
tem can be considered as changes in the coefficients of
the A and B matrices in (5). These perturbations are
modelled as multiplicative uncertainties and robust de-
sign procedure is applied to the nominal system subjected
to these uncertainties. This section gives a brief theory of
the uncertainty modelling, the robust stability and per-
formance criteria and a graphical design technique termed
loop-shaping, which is employed to design the robust con-
troller. Finally, the algorithm for the control design is
presented.
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Fig. 3. The design flow chart.

Uncertainty Modelling and Robust Stability

Suppose that a plant having a nominal transfer func-
tion G = H[sI − A]−1

B belongs to a bounded set G .
Consider that the perturbed transfer function resulting
from the variations in operating conditions, can be ex-
pressed in the form

G̃ = (1 + ΩW2)G . (6)

Here, W2 is a fixed stable transfer function, also called
the weight, and Ω is a variable transfer function satisfying
‖Ω‖∞ < 1. The infinity norm (∞ -norm) of a function is
the least upper bound of its absolute value, also written
as ‖Ω‖∞ = supω |Ω(jω)| , is the largest value of gain on
a Bode magnitude plot [12, 14].

In the multiplicative uncertainty model (6), ΩW2

is the normalized plant perturbation away from 1. If
‖Ω‖∞ < 1, then

∣∣∣∣
G̃(jω)

G(jω)
− 1

∣∣∣∣ ≤ |W2(jω)| , ∀ω . (7)

So, |W2(jω)| provides the uncertainty profile, and in the
frequency plane is the upper boundary of all the normal-
ized plant transfer functions away from 1.

Consider a multi-input control system given in Fig. 2.
A controller C provides robust stability if it provides
internal stability for every plant in the uncertainty set G .
If L denotes the open-loop transfer function (L = PC ),
then the sensitivity function S is written as

S =
1

1 + L
. (8)

The complimentary sensitivity function, or the input-
output transfer function is

T = 1 − S =
PC

1 + PC
. (9)

For a multiplicative perturbation model [12, 15], robust
stability condition is met if and only if ‖W2T‖∞ < 1.
This implies that

|Ω(jω)W2(jω)L(jω)| < |1+L(jω)| , ∀ω ; and ‖Ω‖∞ < 1 .
(10)

The maximum loop gain, ‖−W2T‖∞ is less than one
for all allowable Ω, if and only if the small gain condition
‖W2T‖∞ < 1 holds. The nominal performance condition
for an internally stable system is given as ‖W1S‖∞ <
1, where W1 is a real-rational, stable, minimum phase
transfer function, also called a weighting function. If G

is perturbed to G̃ =
(
1 + ΩW2

)
G , S is perturbed to

S̃ =
S

1 + ΩW2T
. (11)

The robust performance condition should therefore be

‖W2T‖∞ < 1, and
∥∥∥

W1S

1 + ΩW2T

∥∥∥ < 1 , ∀ ‖Ω‖ < 1 . (12)

Combining all the above, it can be shown that a necessary
and a sufficient condition for robust performance is∥∥|W1S| + |W2T |

∥∥
∞

< 1 . (13)

Loop Shaping Technique and the Algorithm

Loop shaping is a graphical procedure to design a
proper controller C satisfying the robust stability and
performance criteria given above. The basic idea of the
method is to construct the loop transfer function L to
satisfy the robust performance criterion approximately,
and then to obtain the controller from the relationship
C = L/P . Internal stability of the plants and properness
of C constitute the constraints of the method. A con-
dition on L is that PC should not have any pole zero
cancellation.

A necessary condition for robustness is that either or
both |W1| , |W2| must be less than one [12]. If a mono-
tonically decreasing W1 satisfying the other constraints
is selected, it can be shown that at low frequency the
open-loop transfer function L should satisfy

|L| >
|W1|

1 − |W2|
(14)

while, for high frequency

|L| <
1 − |W1|

|W2|
≈

1

|W2|
. (15)

At high frequency |L| should roll-off at least as quickly
as |P | does. This ensures properness of C . The general
features of the open loop transfer function is that the gain
at low frequency should be large enough, and |L| should
not drop-off too quickly near the crossover frequency, thus
assuring internal instability. The algorithm to generate a
control transfer function C is represented in the following
flow chart (Fig. 3).
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Fig. 4. Bode magnitude diagram of nominal and perturbed plant
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Fig. 5. The weighting function W2 from frequency response profiles

of Fig. 3,(a) W2 , (b) sup
∣∣G̃(jω)/Gnom(jω) − 1

∣∣ .

4 ROBUST DESIGN IMPLEMENTATION

The high voltage ACDC system transfer function G ,
between the rectifier converter input and the generator
speed deviation output, for nominal generator power out-
put of 1 pu at 0.95 lagging power factor is obtained as,

G =
[
−266s(s+ 2528.329)(s+ 179.122)(s+ 13.0209)

× (s+ 9.896)(s+ 3.69)
]/[

(s+ 0.9577)(s+ 4.66)(s+ 10)

× (s+ 16.044)(s+ 98.869)(s2 + 0.1282s+ 35.97)

× (s2 + 537.44s+ 1.932e6)
]
. (16)

Off-nominal power output in the range of 0.3–1.4 pu and
power factor of up to 0.8 lag/lead which gave steady state
stable situations were considered in the robust design.
The log-magnitude vs. frequency plots for the nominal
and perturbed plants are shown in Fig. 4. Data for the
HV-ACDC system has been taken from [13].

The quantity
∣∣G̃(jω)/Gnom(jω)−1

∣∣ is constructed for

each perturbed plant G̃(jω) and the upper envelope in

the frequency plane is fitted to the function W2 as shown
in Fig. 5,

W2(s) =
0.6581s2 + 4.68s+ 23.4

0.8s2 + 0.84s+ 36
. (17)

A Butterworth filter, which satisfies the properties of
W1(s), is selected as

W1(s) =
Kcf

2

c

s3 + 2s2fc + 2sf2
c + f3

c

. (18)

Values of Kc = 0.1 and fc = 1 were observed to satisfy
the requirement on the open loop transfer function L .
For W1 and W2 selected above, the open-loop transfer
function is chosen by trial and error to satisfy all the
frequency response constraints on it. Figure 6 shows the
magnitude plots of L and the boundary functions (14)
and (15). The controller transfer function is then obtained
through the relation L = GC and is given as

C =
200(s+ 0.1)(s+ 0.9597)(s+ 2)

s(s+ 0.01)(s+ 3.69)
. (19)

The robust and nominal performance measures (12) and
(13) are shown in Fig. 7. It can be observed that the
nominal performance measure is much below 0 db. The
robust stability measure is marginally violated at the
corner frequency. This is for a worst-case design in the
absence of a damping term in the electromechanical swing
equation.

While selecting the open-loop transfer function, the
internal stability of the plant in addition to design crite-
rion (12)–(14) should be checked. A disturbance of 100%
input torque pulse for 0.05 second on the generator shaft
was simulated for this purpose. The variations of the gen-
erator for the nominal operating point with and with-
out the robust controller are plotted in Fig. 8. It can be
seen that the response without any control is very poorly
damped, but the proposed robust controller eliminates
the oscillations completely in less than a second. While
it is possible to obtain still better damping by adjusting
the open-loop gain function L , this could drive the firing
angle to unacceptable levels.

The controller designed was then tested for operation
on a number of operating conditions for various distur-
bances in the power output range of 0.3–1.4 pu. The ro-
tor angle characteristics for four cases are given in Fig. 9.
The results presented are for a) a 100% torque pulse
for 0.05 second when the generator is loaded to 1.3 pu
power output at 0.85 lagging power factor, b) a three-
phase fault on the remote bus cleared after 4 cycles, the
generator being loaded at nominal load of 1pu power out-
put, c) 100% torque pulse disturbance at nominal load-
ing, and d) 0.6 pu loading at 0.83 lagging power factor.
The corresponding terminal voltage variations for the 4
cases are shown in Fig. 10. As can be observed, the robust
controller provides extremely good damping to the sys-
tem oscillations for all the operating conditions and for
various disturbance conditions. The electrical transients,
as depicted by the terminal voltage characteristics, have
also been controlled very effectively.
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Fig. 8. Generator angular speed variation following a 100 % input
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damping controller.
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Fig. 9. Rotor angle characteristics with the robust damping con-
troller for (a) 1.3 pu output and 100 % torque pulse (b) nominal
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torque pulse disturbance, and (d) 0.6 pu power output with torque
pulse disturbance.
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5 CONCLUSIONS

A robust converter control for damping the transients
in a high voltage ACDC power system has been pro-
posed. The design is carried out retaining all the impor-
tant ac system dynamics as well as those of the relatively

short dc link and dc controller time constants. Simula-
tion studies considering a number of disturbance condi-
tions show that the controller designed provides excellent
damping properties over a wide range of operating con-
ditions for the high voltage ACDC system.

The robust design procedure involves a simple graphi-
cal loop-shaping construction technique avoiding complex
minimization procedures normally encountered in such
problems. The design produces a fixed parameter con-
troller making its realization straightforward.

APPENDIX

The electromechanical swing equation is

2H

ω0

δ̈ = Tm − Te , (A1)

Tm is the mechanical input torque, and the electrical
output torque is expressed as,

Te = ψdiq − ψqid . (A2)
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Fig. 11. Circuit diagram of a single bridge HVDC link.

The flux linkage relations are



ψd

ψq

ψfd


 =




−xd 0 xafd

0 −xq 0
−xafd 0 xffd






id
iq
ifd


 . (A3)

The terminal voltage of the generator at the transformer
end along d -q axes are,

vd = −raid +
ω

ω0

ψq +
1

ω0

ψ̇d + iqxt ,

vq = −raiq +
ω

ω0

ψd +
1

ω0

ψ̇q − idxt .

(A4)

The voltage equations for the ac line are,

vd = −reild −
ω

ω0

xeilq + vbd ,

vq = −reilq +
ω

ω0

xeild + vbq .
(A5)

The excitation system is represented through the equa-
tion,

Efd =
KE

1 + sTE

[vtr − vt + uE ] , (A6)

uE is the excitation system control. The details of these
equations are given in [12].

The ∏ -networks in the left and right side represent the
rectifier and inverter transformers in HVDC link. Ycr is
the susceptive admittance of the capacitor on the rectifier
side. A similar capacitor may be included in the inverter
side.
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